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The acclaimed biography of the early church's greatest evangelist, the Apostle Paul. Master

storyteller John Pollock makes Paul and his amazing story freshly alive, so that you can know the

greatest apostle much as Luke and Timothy did as they traveled with him. As you listen, you'll sense

Paul's motives, his aims and priorities; what mattered to him; and what he was willing to die for.
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Rather like scientists who argue tentatively from "inference to the best explanation," John Pollock

mitigates his speculations with what seems a broad scholarship and familiarity with relevant

topography, historical accounts, archeology, biblically cross-referenced clues and implications, and

hermeneutics. The result is an outstanding biography of the first century evangelist who influenced

the course of human history more than any political figure has. At one point, discussing "a certain

political event in Ephesus" during an account of what is known as Paul's second missionary journey,

Pollock describes his method in these words: "Paul's story enters a brief though vital period when

the facts are obscure. Luke turns very discreet." After citing a highly plausible political explanation

for Luke's discretion, he continues: "What happened must be pieced together from clues scattered

aground the New Testament and in secular history. . . A biographer has to decide between slowing

to a halt here in a bog of conflicting possibilities which can never be resolved, or striding boldly

across a causeway of conjecture. I choose the second course and, without stepping aside to

discuss all the alternatives, tell the story as I see it. Paul's next eighteen months unfold somewhat



as follows, though the tone of assurance in my narrative must not disguise that some of its

conclusions are tentative and disputable." (p 192) This excerpt furnishes a good picture of Pollock's

approach when some speculation is necessary to flesh-out the story.The book is an extremely

enjoyable reading experience. This from chapter 15: Paul, Silas, Timothy, and Luke, "probably in

the last week of July 50 [AD]," under sail from Troas: "They did not think of themselves as passing

from the continent of Asia to Europe.
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